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“Video Standards create a global stage” 

We are in an era where we can’t think about a world without videos, which 

is deeply woven in to our everyday life, be it watching television for our 

favourite news channel, reality show, sports, or YouTube, Netflix, Amazon 

prime. Since its inception in late 19th century, video technology has been 

continually pushed to the limits and beyond.  

Initially, movie cameras were developed in the late 19th century as an 

entertainment tool later on video cameras were invented to use in 

broadcast media. A series of recent inventions has brought a number of 

recording, storing and processing technologies. The recent mobile/smart 

phone revolution brought the Video camera and video into the hands of 

every individual and played a significant role in changing the way people 

experience and interact with the world. 

Today, application of video has spread into many areas like Education, 

healthcare, gaming, surveillance etc. the technologies like Augmented 

Reality and Virtual Reality are taking the applications of video to the next 

level by providing immersive experience to the user.  

Now, Netflix, Amazon prime video and other online streaming services are 

ushering in a new trend, with many companies competing for the rights to 

make the ‘next big thing’. Cell phones are ever-smarter, tablets are more 

affordable and there’s no telling where video-over-IP technology will take 

us as it begins to transform into virtual reality. There are tremendous 

advances in digital trends such as interactive displays, digital signage, and 

reflective LCD displays.  



Some video marketing statistics show that video will become even more 

important in the coming years. Video will consume more than 80 percent 

of global Internet traffic. Some of the Video Marketing trends will be like: 

a. Videos become more interactive 

b. Videos become our “shopping buddies” 

c. Vlogging and Live videos 

d. Show transparency 

India is the fastest growing entertainment and media market globally and 

is expected to keep that momentum. Research shows that in the next five 

years India will see significant growth in over-the-top (OTT), online 

gaming and Internet advertising. Growth in these sub-sectors spurs from 

the growing trends around personalization and increased digitalization. 

The Indian entertainment and media industry is expected to reach Rs 

4,51,373 crore by 2023, growing at a compounded annual growth rate 

(CAGR) of 11.28% between 2018 and 2023.  

Video codecs are used in DVD players, Internet video, video on 

demand, digital cable, digital terrestrial television, video telephony and a 

variety of other applications. In particular, they are widely used in 

applications that record or transmit video, which may not be feasible with 

the high data volumes and bandwidths of uncompressed video.  

As always Standards played a significant role in the evolution of video 

technologies, especially when the video started moving from Analog to 

Digital format. The earliest forms of digital video coding began in the 

1970s and ITU-T came up with the first video coding Standard H.120 

which was followed by a series of codecs/coding Standards like MPEG-1, 

MPEG-2,  MPEG-4, H.264 which became the standard video format for 

DVD and SD digital television. There are other formats like AVI, FLV, 
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MOV, 3gpp used by other applications like YouTube, facebook and mobile 

applications. The video standards plays an important role in reducing the 

size of the video which in turn reduces the required storage space and 

bandwidth.  

In last two decades, video techniques had taken quantum jump requiring 

very high data and bandwidth. Both being highly valued and limited, at 

International level there are various Technical Committee’s under ISO and 

IEC working on both reducing the data through compression techniques 

but also high use of bandwidth using advanced Modulation techniques. 

What had started by simply compressing digital pictures using JPEG in 

early 1990’s to be used in Digital Camera. Now after advent of MPEG-4, 

we can watch UHD / QLED/ 3D quality programs in our TV’s/Mobile using 

almost similar bandwidth available in 1990’s. Improvement in 

Communication Technologies have enabled new generation Set Top 

Boxes to both receive and decode complex digital signals into 

mesmerising Video Contents. 

Internationally Software compression is being done by various ISO/IEC 

JTC 1 / SC 23 and SC 29 committees. While hardware part of technology 

is being looked after by IEC Committees IEC TC 100 and TC 110.  

Modulation or transmission part is being looked after Digital Video 

Broadcasting (DVB) (an international industry consortium mainly 

comprising of European Standards Body).  This technology is used for 

transmission for Terrestrial, Cable TV, Direct to Home, Over the Top Set 

Top Box (Amazon Fire Stick etc;) or Smart TV using complex digital video 

transmission technologies. 

At National level, BIS is actively involved in the international 

Standardization work in the area of Video Standards through the technical 



committee “ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 29 Coding of audio, picture, multimedia 

and hypermedia information” which is responsible for developing 

Standards for video compression. BIS has also prepared indigenous 

Standards in the field of Set Top Boxes for cable TV, Direct-to-Home, 

Terrestrial TV and IP-TV. The BIS Committees have also prepared 

indigenous Standards on Optical Fibres network for allowing high speed 

data transmission and also preparing Standards for next generation LEDs 

and advanced TV Standards.  

 

 

 


